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Adoption Now Legal for Same-Sex Couples

Thanks to the unanimous ruling by Maine’s Supreme Court (called the Law Court) on August 30, 2007, same-sex couples may now jointly adopt children. The case involved Ann Courtney and Marilyn Kirby, who won the right to form a permanent, legal parental relationship with their foster children, 10-year-old Michelle and her brother, six-year-old Ryan.

Ann and Marilyn’s story began six years ago when DHHS placed 4-year-old Michelle and 4-month-old Ryan in their care after determining that the children’s biological parents could not care for them. Both children were diagnosed with multiple disorders related to their earliest years. Ann and Marilyn, a committed couple with foster parent and adoption experience, devoted much of their time to addressing the children’s emotional, learning, and developmental problems.

In 2006, Ann and Marilyn petitioned the Probate Court in Cumberland County to jointly adopt Michelle and Ryan because they wanted to ensure the children had the social and legal protections of having two legal parents rather than one.

The Probate Judge denied their petition, stating that the law permitted only a married couple or an unmarried person to adopt. After the Probate Judge denied their petition, they appealed to the Law Court, claiming that it is in the children’s best interest to have two legal parents dedicated to and responsible for their welfare.

On August 30, 2007, the Law Court issued its unanimous ruling that Ann and Marilyn could jointly establish a legal parental relationship with their children. “A joint adoption assures that in the event of either adoptive parent’s death, the children’s continued relationship with the surviving parent is fixed and certain,” wrote Justice Jon Levy in the 20-page decision. “Most importantly, a joint adoption affords the adopted children the love, nurturing and support of not one, but two parents.”

Michelle and Ryan were formally adopted by Ann and Marilyn on October 17th.

Over 60 people attended a forum on adoption to hear Ann and Marilyn’s story and to learn how to access the new law themselves. Mary Bonauto from Gay & Lesbian Advocates & Defenders (GLAD), the organization that represented Ann and Marilyn, and Judy Berry, a well-known and highly regarded adoption practitioner in Maine, talked

Panelists at GLAD’s Adoption Forum included (from R to L): Attorney Judy Berry (adoption practitioner), Ann Kirby (adoptive mother and plaintiff in historic lawsuit), Mary Bonauto (GLAD’s Civil Rights Project Director) and standing is Betsy Smith (EqualityMaine Executive Director). The panel provided comprehensive information on the new adoption law and how it is being implemented in the various counties in Maine.
EQME to Ramp Up Communications

For several years, EqualityMaine has recognized a need to develop and implement a comprehensive communications plan. A communications plan would help us meet some of the goals of our strategic plan:

- increase EqualityMaine’s visibility statewide;
- sympathetically frame LGBT issues in the media;
- increase the visibility of, and educate the public on, LGBT individuals and families;
- better involve LGBT community & supporters in political activism;
- upgrade website and increase unique website visits.

Thanks to an anonymous donor who recently pledged $10,000 as a challenge grant, we are well on our way to funding a part-time communications coordinator position for 2008. We fully expect this position to be full-time in 2009 as we head into a new legislative session.

We are grateful to Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD), who recently provided $3,500 for a communications intern and is providing staff time for communications training and development. Additional support is coming from Freedom to Marry.

We hired Andrew Jones (in photo at right) as our communications intern and are thrilled to have him working with us. Many of you know Andrew from his leadership work with Outright and Proud Rainbow Youth of Southern Maine (PRYSM). Andrew is assessing and upgrading our website and representing EqualityMaine in various statewide committees and conferences.

For more information or to apply for the communications coordinator position, visit our website at www.equalitymaine.org.

Jamie Gibson (L) and Tim Diehl (center) were elected in September to the EqualityMaine Board of Directors. In addition to Margaret O’Connell, who was also elected in September, Tim sits on the EqualityMaine Board while Jamie sits on the EqualityMaine Foundation Board. With Jamie and Tim is Board President Matthew Dubois.
The federal Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA) was a sensitive topic in October and November. Just days before heading to the U.S. House of Representatives for debate, ENDA was stripped of gender identity protections. Why those protections were stripped from ENDA still remains unclear. Some say there weren’t enough votes to pass the bill with gender inclusive language, while others say there were. Some say had they gone forward with a fully-inclusive bill, conservatives might have used a well-known tactic to force a stand-alone vote on transgender protections, potentially setting it up for failure.

Whatever the reason, stripping gender identity protections from ENDA generated a national grassroots protest by LGBT and allied organizations. EqualityMaine joined 350 organizations, representing well over 2 million people, who contacted Congress members in an amazing grassroots effort to keep gender identity protections in the bill.

Studies and surveys consistently show that between one-third and one-half of all LGBT respondents have suffered employment-related discrimination. Transgender people, in particular, desperately need the protections ENDA would provide.

Maine was in a similar situation in the spring of 2005 when legislative leaders wanted to strip gender identity and expression from Maine’s non-discrimination bill. While we understood that some legislators had jitters about the new language, it was simply not acceptable to abandon part of the community. We took the time to educate and succeeded in keeping it in.

Continuous pressure was put on Congress for a period of five weeks to go back to the original bill that protected everyone in the LGBT community. But after 15,000 emails and a nearly equal number of phone calls asking for an inclusive ENDA, or no ENDA at all, congressional Democrats went forward with a non-inclusive bill.

It is important to keep in mind that ENDA has no chance of becoming law this time around because we have a president who will not sign it. So the issue was not whether or not we could pass ENDA, but rather which strategy would provide the best chance for passing an inclusive ENDA in the future—when we have a president who will sign it.

We believed a “no” vote would provide the best strategy, because by standing on principle, we can come back in the next Congress and ensure that only an inclusive bill goes forward.

That’s why we asked Congressman Tom Allen (District #1) and Congressman Mike Michaud (District #2), who have exemplary pro-LGBT voting records, to vote “no” on HR 3685, the version of ENDA that specifically excluded transgender people.

Contrary to the principles we used in passing inclusive non-discrimination legislation in Maine, the Human Rights Campaign asked Congressmen Allen and Michaud to vote yes on HR 3685. They stated in an email that if we lost the vote, it would set the movement back years. What they didn’t say was that leadership would not bring this bill up for a vote if they didn’t have the votes to pass it. And they always know their vote count.

On Wednesday, November 7, a non-inclusive ENDA came to the House floor and passed by a vote of 235-184. While in many ways historic—it’s the first time Congress passed non-discrimination legislation based on sexual orientation, and that’s a wonderful thing—it was a marginal victory. Eliminating gender identity from ENDA ignores the reality that gender identity and expression are at the root of much anti-gay discrimination.

For a bill that has no chance of becoming law, this was our opportunity to refuse to cave in to the tired old politics of divide and conquer, whether by those who oppose us or by those who use our community for political gain in an election year. The moral yardstick of any civil rights movement is how the movement treats its most vulnerable members.

We are very proud to have in Congress a representative from Maine who took what may be his most difficult yet
EqualityMaine Delivers Public Education on Marriage

In our last newsletter issue, we highlighted some of the components of EqualityMaine’s 3-year public education campaign on marriage. For although we cannot predict how the freedom to marry will eventually be won in Maine—litigation, legislation, or referendum—we know that regardless of the strategy, a strong and effective public education campaign is required.

Educating legislators, voters and the general public is the foundation of EqualityMaine’s public education campaign. To that end, we are conducting in-district meetings with legislators, speaking with community groups about marriage, canvassing voters and collecting constituent postcards and, in collaboration with Gay & Lesbian Advocates & Defenders (GLAD), responding publicly to articles, editorials, or letters-to-the-editor on marriage through our media response team.

Talking with Legislators

In the last six months, EqualityMaine has organized in-district meetings and one-on-one conversations about the freedom to marry with legislators throughout the state. During in-district meetings, teams of five to seven people have done remarkable work educating their legislators. These teams have been as diverse as the people who support the freedom to marry—LGBT couples, straight allies, business owners, clergy, elected officials, teachers, and college students. The conversations have been profound, with each participant sharing his/her own personal story and reasons why marriage matters and why LGBT couples should not be denied the protections that marriage provides.

One-on-one meetings follow the same format and have been as successful as in-district meetings. Colleagues, friends, and family members of legislators have met with legislators to share their stories and determine where each legislator stands on winning the freedom to marry in Maine.

As a result, we’ve been able to identify the positions of more than 20 legislators on the freedom to marry, with a goal of reaching 10 more by the end of 2007. By mid-June of 2008, we hope to add another 40.

Out and About in the LGBT and Allied Communities

When EqualityMaine collaborated with the Maine Civil Liberties Union & GLAD to produce our DVD titled Marriage in Maine: The Way Life Should Be, we knew the DVD would become our primary public education tool. We have taken this DVD “on the road” and presented it wherever there was a TV, DVD player, and group of people willing to watch it. We’ve shown the DVD at more than 30 events—community gatherings, social justice fairs, campus classrooms from Biddeford to Orono, college LGBT organizational meetings, church conferences, public TV, and house parties, to name a few. Sara Jane Eliot and Rita Clifford, a retired couple featured in the DVD, have accompanied us many times at these presentations to add their unique and personal perspectives. Jim Bishop and Steve Ryan, another

Pro-Equality Candidates Victorious in Special Elections

In early September we were shocked by the sudden death of state representative Deane Jones (D-Mt. Vernon). Just elected in June to represent District 83—in a special election due to the sudden death of state representative Abby Holman—Jones was a supporter of marriage equality. Through phone banks and door-to-door canvassing, EqualityMaine turned out many voters to help him get elected, and we regret that we never had the opportunity to work with him in the Legislature.

In the weeks following his death, the Democratic and Republican Parties once again chose their nominees for a special election to fill the seat of House District 83. The Democrats nominated Jones’s widow, Pat, to finish out his term. Because of the values Pat shared with Deane, as well as her years of experience as a strong advocate on health issues, we enthusiastically endorsed her candidacy for State Representative.

EqualityMaine was proud to support two other candidates in special elections for State Representative this fall. In District 72 in Lewiston, we endorsed Mike Carey, an affordable housing developer who demonstrated a strong commitment to equality for LGBT people in his responses
Adoption Now Legal for Same-Sex Couples

(continued from page 1)

about the processes and procedures that are playing out as the new law is slowly implemented.

One of the challenges they face is working with the Probate Courts and the attorneys who practice regularly in those courts regarding consistent and fair processes and procedures. As it currently appears, some Probate Courts are requiring different documentation than others, such as home studies, being registered as domestic partners, and other issues. Over time these issues will be worked out, so that every same-sex couple will be treated fairly when they petition to adopt children in the county where they live.

What is the effect of a joint adoption?

An adoption creates a legal tie between a child and his or her parents, reinforcing both emotional security and legal rights:

- Adoption ensures that both parents are legally obligated to support the children in their minority and sometimes beyond.
- In the event of either parent’s death or disability while the child is a minor, the child may receive substantial Social Security and other benefits based on the deceased or disabled parent’s work record, and may also be the beneficiary of worker’s compensation benefits, of a wrongful death action, and of intestate succession.
- Adoption means that either parent can provide workplace benefits to the child, including medical, dental and life insurance.
- Adoption means both parents are authorized to make medical and school-related decisions.
- Adoption also ensures that each child may continue his or her relationship with both parents in the event the parents separate.

To learn more about Maine’s new adoption law or to find a referral for an adoption lawyer, contact GLAD at 617-426-1350 or at http://me.glad.org.

Who is affected by the ruling?

This case affects Maine children who need permanent homes and the families who want to adopt them. Specifically:

- Children in DHHS custody who are cared for by qualified foster parents who seek to adopt jointly may now do so.
- Children who are born to an unmarried couple may now be adopted by both of their parents as long as no third legal parent exists.
- Children adopted by one parent from a private agency may now be adopted together by both of their parents.
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On the following five pages is EqualityMaine's annual report for fiscal year October 1, 2006-September 30, 2007. The report is divided into four areas—Program, Donors, Development, and Finances.

Program:

- Thanks to a $15,000 grant from HRC in fall 2006, we hired three field organizers and campaigned in eight legislative districts where pro-equality incumbents were vulnerable or where we had an opportunity to elect a new pro-equality candidate. We distributed literature to 3,249 voters, made 3,465 phone calls, and won 7 of those 8 races. While we increased voter turnout in each targeted district, we were credited with making the difference in Sen. Lynn Bromley's victory over conservative Rep. Kevin Glynn.

- Through a grant from Maine Initiatives' Chrysalis Youth Fund, we added a fourth field organizer who focused solely on college campus volunteer recruitment efforts.

- In November and December 2006, Board President Matthew Dubois hosted three "President's Circles" across the state. President's Circles are townhall-like events where EqualityMaine members talk directly with the President of EqualityMaine about LGBT issues of concern to them. We invited all attendees to then serve on a host committee of a local community event that EqualityMaine organized soon thereafter, as a fundraiser for our legislative work. The three community events were held in Ogunquit, Augusta, and Bangor in January and February 2007.

- In December 2006 we launched our first ever DVD—an awesome educational tool produced in collaboration with Maine Civil Liberties Union, Gay & Lesbian Advocates & Defenders (GLAD), and filmmaker Molly O'Neil. It features three Maine gay and lesbian couples, who tell their story of why marriage matters to them. We have distributed over 400 copies of the DVD and have had over 35 formal showings and discussions. It's on YouTube at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jczjnP3RHfK.

- Thanks to our profound partnership with GLAD, we were able to hire in January 2007 a top notch lobbyist from Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer and Nelson for the 2-year legislative session 2007-2008. Kate Knox did an outstanding job as EqualityMaine's lobbyist in 2007 and is currently laying the groundwork for more LGBT progress in 2009.

- In March 2007 we hired a new field organizer, Matthew Moonen, to carry out our important legislative and electoral field efforts.

- We had a successful legislative session (Jan–June 2007):
  - We passed our primary piece of legislation: LD 375, an amendment to Family Medical Leave. EqualityMaine led a coalition of organizations that drafted the bill, organized a riveting public hearing for the Labor Committee, made over 865 phones calls to our members, generating 184 constituent calls to state legislators, and worked with legislative leaders until it was finally signed into law.
  - We provided recommendations in drafting, and then testified at the public hearing, of legislation that amends Maine's absentee ballot laws to allow domestic partners to request and drop off absentee ballots.
  - We opposed legislation that would have made it a crime to use a public bathroom that was designated for use by a gender different than the gender a person was assigned at birth. The bill died in committee. At the public hearing, Jean Vermette from Bangor and Kael Parker from Portland provided the committee with outstanding trans 101 education.
  - We provided recommendations in the drafting of legislation that allows LGBT business owners to waive workers' compensation coverage for their domestic partners.
  - Against our principles, we worked to defeat a bill that would have allowed a change in gender designation on a driver's license. We fully support people changing their gender designation on a driver's license, but this bill was not the right approach. The Department of Motor Vehicles currently allows people who are post-op to change their gender designation and although not all trans people will have surgery, when we go through the legislature for more substantive changes to the law, we will support a bill that addresses more areas and is less cumbersome.
  - In a controversial bill that passed, EqualityMaine testified neither for nor against a recommendation from the Federal CDC calling for routine HIV testing in health care settings. We proposed compromise language that we believe would have allowed for routine HIV testing while maintaining important patient protections.

(continued on page 7)
We testified neither for nor against a bill to remove clergy as signatories on marriage licenses. Our testimony shed light on the intersection of civil marriage and religious marriage and the importance of religious blessings of the relationships of many same-sex couples.

- In June 2007, we awarded three $1,000 Joel Abromsom Scholarships to high school seniors in Maine—Abby McCann, Winslow High School; Hazel Stark, Hampden Academy; Juliet Carrington, Cape Elizabeth High School. Over the next year, we are upgrading our scholarship program to include a summer internship at EqualityMaine, where we’ll pay students a stipend of $2,000 for two months of work and send them off to school with an additional $2,000 scholarship award.

- On August 30, 2007, Maine’s Law Court ruled unanimously that same-sex couples may now jointly adopt children in Maine. This is a huge victory for LGBT families in Maine, where many parents have been legal strangers to their children—harming the children by denying them important protections. We thank GLAD and Pat Pearld for this historic victory. We’ll be helping GLAD host several educational forums on adoption around the state in 07 and 08.

- What follows is a progress report on our 3-year public education campaign on marriage. This campaign began in 2006 and objectives must be met by the end of 2008 in order to have laid the groundwork necessary for successful political action on marriage in 2009.

  - Train 250 LGBT leaders and allies on marriage messages and counter arguments—100 have been trained thus far.
  - Organize 65 speaking engagements to schools, social service clubs, churches, businesses and other strategic groups—35 down, 30 to go!
  - Marriage DVDs distributed to 900 activists and policy makers—400 distributed in 2007, 500 to be distributed in 2008.
  - Collect and distribute 15,000 postcards in support of marriage to key legislators and the governor—we’ll have over 8,000 by the end of 2007.
  - Organize in-district constituent meetings on marriage with 78 key legislators—these are time consuming efforts, by end of 2007 we’ll have had 25 constituent meetings/conversations.
  - Grow our newly formed Religious Coalition for the Freedom to Marry to include 100 clergy by

(Continued on page 10)
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Kimball Page & John Webster
John & Joanne Paquette
Mattie & Norman Palmer
Philip & Sylvia Palmer
Henry Pandas & Sandy Witten
Dau & Friss Pan
Sarah & Jackie Parker-Holmes
Betsy Pancos
Herbert Pancos
David Penrose & Marc Maxwell
Susan Pette
Sally-Lou Pattison
Jennifer Perry & Amy Blake
Jan Peley
Richard Perry
Gail Petty
Eric & Kim Ann LaGueleye Peterson
Duana Petzy
William Pfeiffer
Tina Phillips
Teresa Plante & Jane Moore
Eliane Picard
Joseph Poggiello & Terry Corve
Carrie Poggiello
Adele Poggiello
Suzanne Pogge & Sandy Jones
Leslie Faye Polanski
Helen & Pamela Pitzer-Wharf
Richard Pressey
Larry Quimby
Eliza & Kate Quin-Emery
Jo Radford & Susan Lancer
Emme Ransome & Mary-Dorethy
Dale & Anne Rad
John Rand
Bev Randolph
Louette Rappeport
Robert RancAway
Karl Rarlee
Gregg Raymond
John Merrill Read
Howard Reins
Lori Rockman
Pete Rong
Rebecca Reaum
John Reenamoln
Robert Restauw
Melissa Rison & Angela Bier
Deborah Rice
Joy Rich
Nean Rich
John Richard
Tim Richardson
Ken Reid
Donna Regan
Peter Renn & James Smith
Richard Roberge
Natalie Roberts
John & Natalie Robertson
Richard Robertson
Martha Rosen
Jason Roof
Stephen & Wilma Rose
Jennifer Rosen
Larry Roseburg
George & Ceci Ross
Steven & Amanda Rowe
Elizabeth Ruff
Cynthia & Lorena Russo
Patricia Ryan & David Westphal
Mattie Rubin
William Russel
William Saunders
Paul Salu
Mike Savage & Bob Lorenz
Jim & Ed Saks
Jim Schiffer
Elizabeth Schaeffer
Toby Lennis Schaefer
Aun Schonberger
Ashley Schmader
Jeffrey Schwartz
Michael Scoor
Nanny Lynn Seccombe
Bob Semple & Bob Kenneth
Amy Sewick
Bruce & Karen Sewick
Rebecca Sewick
Linda Shazan
Maggy Share
Elizabeth & John Sherbon
David Sherman
Kamrath Simmons & Craig Bramley
Keryn Sloneck
Lacey Smit
Matthew Smith
Carl Smith
Debra Smith
Alex Smith
Robyn Smith
Tina Smith
Elen Smith-Eib
Kenneth Solerno
Cynthia Sortwell
Sueann Sto
Caroline Southall
Geby Southard
Stacee Spencer
Lucinda Spencer
Stuie Sperr
Judy Spiller
Cathleen Stali
Wals Staver-Mars
Sarah Standish
Robert Squaross
Irene Steel
Timothy Steen
David Steen
Kate Stern
Henry & Patricia Stewart
Michael Stickney
Non Stroch
Donnell Swenton
Cynthia Stroud & Susan Shaw
Danny Sullivan
Tom Sumraset
Bill & Leslison Southard
Emily Swan
Kate Swan
Martin Swanson & Reena Kusum
Elizabeth Swarowski
Steven Taylos & Tracy Gergine
Shelby Taylor
Anna Ter Weede
Stacy & Gary Tettmaruns
Lauren Thompson Ford
Carol Thompson
Philip Thompson
Sarah Thompson
Nicholas Trotz
Willington Cleghorn Toppp & Peggy Tuffner
Christine Torrence & Ria Zaudalesky
Kernow Town
Michelle Triban
Frederick Tropp
Hannah Towerbridge & Mary Ann Gness
Nancy Tucker
Liza Vanecek
David Vandermark
Marc Vielhauer
Allie Vossen
Anthony Volpini
Harold van Uilen & Beate Gunem
Steve Wanamaker
Richard Watson
Kita Wakefield
Jeff Walden & Vicky Johnson
Vicki Walsh
Wendy Webb & Jezeel Young
Philip Walton
Nancy Warner & Susan Smouler
Cynthia Ward
Gregory & Anne Warner
Roberta Waldron & Elisabeth Johnston
Donna Watkinson
Matthew Webb & Inka Youkes
Ane Whipple
MaryBeth Welton
Edan Wearen
Jennifer West
Margaret Wetzel
Duane Whelan
Kate Whitehawe
Kathleen Whately
Thomas Whitney
John Wicklund
John Willerton
Meghan Williams
Jillly Wilson
James Wise
William Witherell
Bob Winer & Phyllis Hey
Kelley Williams & Nancy' Quinn
Richard & Deborah Woolbury
Grace Woonbe & Theresa Tsguupp
Sarah Worthst
F. Dana Yeatman
Gene Yee
Jerry & Anny Yoder
Beth & Katherine Yorable
Victor Zavanz
Heinz Zosower
Janice Zull

Business Donors

249 Inc.
Allen Avenue Unitarian Universalist Church
American Cancer Society
Anthony's American Kitchens
Arrows Restaurant
The Antenna Foundation, Inc.
Beck Cove Counseling Center
Bank of America
Bicycle Coalition of Maine
Brend & Roses
Coffee by Design
Deborah Rutter, Coldwater Bakeshop
Coombs Sense
Alfred Depew
Diversified Communications
Eastern Mountain Sports
ET Transportation Services, Inc.
Thomas Fulton Fine Photography
The Farm, Hill Mill
Susan Fornsworth, Attorney at Law
The Field House
Five County Credit Union
Fireside Psychotherapy Center
Full Circle Sports' Tgth Cls Cluus
G.M. Pollack & Son Jewelers
Gay & Lesbian Advocates and Defenders
Gay & Lesbian Victory Fund
Gay Pua in Maine
Gaelrae Ino
Gill Foundation
GLSEN Southern Maine
Huron 100
Herbort Masters
Healthcare Network
Holiday Inn by the Bay
Horseback & O'Teole
Human Rights Campaign
Innovewise
Tony Inslee, Keller Williams
Nancy Field, Keller Williams
Robert Inri
Kate & Luan Inli

Donations Made in Memory Of
Bob Davidoff
Barbara A. Wood
Robbin Lambert
Linda Amonson
Graham & John Chase
Matthew Dishos & David Hartington
Evelethe Dossett & Eben Goldberg
Philip & Susan Haur
Margaret Harris & John Lambert
Busbas A. Wood
Richard Steinman
Peter Awe
Steve & Robert Batheider
Michael Bennis
Mickey Friedman
Carlton Gottfried & Kimberly Strum-Gottfried
Rudolph LeRoy
Richard Lowes & Mike Biggs
Bernadania McCray
Barbara Reis

Donations Made in Honor Of
Anderson/Fisk Wedding
Bill & Sue Becker
Leslie & Peter Messell
Gibs Natdone
Marie Flame
Sharon Ross & John Newton
Ellen V. P. Wells
Janice Zull

Every effort has been made to ensure this list's accuracy. However, mistakes, omissions, and other blunders inevitably slip by, and we sincerely apologize for any error that may have occurred. Please contact EqualityMaine regarding any corrections, comments or questions.
end of 2008—great response from clergy across the state, 25 signed on so far.

◊ Respond in all major daily newspapers to LGBT news articles, editorials and letters-to-the-editor through our Media Response Team—we organized an awesome response to a Portland Press Herald editorial on marriage in June, but only 3 of 15 letters-to-the-editor were printed in response to adoption ruling and stories about the first official same-sex couple adoption in Maine.

◊ Work closely with House and Senate efforts to identify, recruit and elect pro-equality legislative candidates in the November 08 elections.

Development:

• Our partnership with Gill Foundation deepened in fall 2006 when they granted us $50,000 for general support and capacity building. Typically, Gill funds us at about $25,000 a year. This enabled us to hire our first-ever Administrative Assistant (John McKenna), upgrade our technology (new phone system and computers), and generally support our program work.

• A new partnership began in fall 2006 when the Civil Marriage Collaborative, hosted by the Proteus Fund, funded us $40,000 for our work on marriage. They shifted their priorities for 07-08 to fund primarily the states that are likely to win marriage in the next 1-2 years. While Maine does not qualify for that category, they still funded us $35,000 for the good progress we’re making toward full equality for LGBT families.

• We hosted a successful Annual Awards Dinner in March 2007, with 425 attendees, outstanding awardees, and a well received program. We grossed $36,750 and netted $20,500. These receipts do not count scholarship appeal income. While our net income went down from 2006 to 2007 ($25,000 to $20,500), we pulled off this event with no development director—Development Director Erica Quin-Easter left EqualityMaine in November 2006.

• We hired a new development director, Brian Sandberg, in March 2007 to carry out the ever important work of raising money for EqualityMaine.

• We hosted what may possibly become EqualityMaine’s signature summer event in Bangor: EqualityFolk: A Community Social, an event held during the American Folk Festival in August on the Penobscot River. Equality-

Finance:

EqualityMaine Foundation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donations</td>
<td>$58,184</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event Revenue</td>
<td>$36,183</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants</td>
<td>$104,413</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Revenue</td>
<td>$11,908</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Income</td>
<td>$210,688</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Expenses

| Program | $130,331| 62% |
| Development | $42,042| 20% |
| Operating | $37,838| 18% |
| Total expenses | $210,211| 100% |
| Net Income | $477    |

EqualityMaine

Income

| Donations       | $44,967| 58% |
| Event Revenue   | $10,754| 14% |
| Grants          | $20,297| 26% |
| Other Revenue   | $1,413| 2%  |
| Total Income    | $77,431| 100% |

Expenses

| Program | $69,606| 86% |
| Development | $2,428| 3%  |
| Operating | $8,903| 11% |
| Total expenses | $80,937| 100% |
| Net Income | $(3,506)|
EQUALITYMAINE MEMBERS, OPEN A CHECKING ACCOUNT AT FIVE COUNTY CREDIT UNION & RECEIVE FREE CHECKS!

We want to be your financial institution of choice.

EARN A DIVIDEND YIELD SIMILAR TO A CD WITH A MINIMUM DEPOSIT OF JUST $5.00! A GREAT TOOL TO START A SERIOUS SAVINGS PLAN WITH A HIGH RATE OF RETURN!

4.594% apy*

1-800-750-0959 • www.fivecounty.com

*4.594% apy as of 11/10/07. Account holders must give a 90 day notice of intent to withdraw. Withdrawal on available funds only. Failure to give notice of withdrawal will result in 90 days of dividend penalty. Rates are subject to change. Mention EqualityMaine membership to receive check offer.
Pro-Equality Candidates Victorious in Special Elections

(continued from page 4)

to our candidate questionnaire. In District 99 in the Sebago area, we endorsed Kate Smith, a physical therapist, school board member and another strong supporter of equality for LGBT people.

EqualityMaine ran phone banks and mailed campaign literature to our members in these three districts, totaling over 350 member contacts. Pat Jones and Mike Carey won their campaigns, but Kate Smith came up a bit short.

In addition to the special legislative elections in June, pro-equality candidates endorsed by EqualityMaine in 2007 won three out of four races, giving us good momentum as we head into the crucial 2008 election season.

We congratulate Pat Jones and Mike Carey on their victories and look forward to working with them as EqualityMaine and its coalition partners work to win full equality for LGBT people.

---

Make YOUR Pledge for Equality!

Become a Sustaining Partner

When you become a Sustaining Partner, your monthly donation helps provide steady, reliable income for EqualityMaine to respond quickly and effectively to discrimination and move Maine towards full equality.

$10 a month supports our campaign to generate 15,000 constituent-signed legislative postcards on full equality for LGBT families.

$15 a month supports our efforts to organize 65 educational events where we show and discuss our DVD on marriage.

$25 a month supports our organizing of 78 in-district legislative meetings, where constituents talk one-on-one with their legislators about equality.

$50 a month enables us to produce educational materials, such as fliers, brochures, and copies of our DVD on marriage, for a wide variety of venues.

Become a Sustaining Partner today, and put your pledge to work for equality immediately.

---------------------------------------------------------

Sign me up as a Sustaining Partner! Please start charging my monthly contribution of:

☐ $10 ☐ $15 ☐ $25 ☐ $50 ☐ $______

(Sustaining Partner pledges of any amount are welcome)

Card # ____________________________ Exp. Date __________

Please direct my contribution to (check one):

_____ EqualityMaine Foundation (501c3 educational arm, tax-deductible)

_____ EqualityMaine (501c4 political arm, not tax-deductible)

Mail your pledge to EqualityMaine, PO Box 1951, Portland ME 04104 or fax to 207-761-3752. For more information or to join by phone, contact Brian Sandberg at (207) 761-3732 or brian@equalitymaine.org. Thanks for your Sustaining support!
principled vote ever. Congressman Michael Michaud voted on ENDA to leave no one in the LGBT community behind!

Despite the enormous pressure representatives were under to vote for a bill that excludes gender identity, Congressman Michaud listened to the people of Maine who said, "We stand on principle in Maine. We don't leave part of the community behind, even though it may be easier politically."

Congressman Michaud, EqualityMaine, and the more than 350 LGBT organizations across the country who form United ENDA are committed and well positioned to ensure a fully-inclusive bill is introduced in the next Congress—when passage in the Senate and the signature of a new President make the enactment of comprehensive employment protections a real possibility.

What is ENDA?

ENDA is a federal bill that would address discrimination in the workplace by making it illegal to fire, refuse to hire or refuse to promote employees simply based on a person’s sexual orientation [or gender identity]*. It would reinforce the principle that employment decisions should be based upon a person’s qualifications and job performance.

What ENDA Does

- Extends federal employment discrimination protections currently provided based on race, religion, sex, national origin, age and disability to sexual orientation [and/or gender identity]*.

- Prohibits public and private employers, employment agencies and labor unions from using an individual’s sexual orientation [or gender identity]* as the basis for employment decisions, such as hiring, firing, promotion or compensation.

- Provides for the same procedures, and similar, but somewhat more limited, remedies as are permitted under Title VII and the Americans with Disabilities Act.

- Applies to Congress and the federal government, as well as employees of state and local governments.

What ENDA Does Not Do

- Cover businesses with fewer than 15 employees.
- Apply to most jobs at religious organizations. For any class of jobs, a religious organization can require employees to follow the tenets and teachings of their religion, including ones that bar gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender employees.

- Apply to the uniformed members of the armed forces (the bill doesn’t affect the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy).
- Allow for quotas or preferential treatment based on sexual orientation or gender identity.

- Allow a “disparate impact” claim similar to the one available under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Therefore, an employer is not required to justify a neutral practice that may have a statistically disparate impact on individuals because of their sexual orientation or gender identity.

- Allow the imposition of affirmative action for a violation of ENDA.
- Allow the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission to collect statistics on sexual orientation or gender identity or compel employers to collect such statistics.

(* Words in brackets were stripped out of the final bill.)

Leave a Legacy of Equality

When you make or update your will, consider including EqualityMaine Foundation in your planning. We’ll carry on your commitment to LGBT equality for years to come.

For more information on making a bequest or other planned gift to EqualityMaine Foundation, contact Brian Sandberg at (207) 761-3732 or brian@equalitymaine.org.

If you’ve included EqualityMaine Foundation in your will, we’d like to know so we can say thanks.

☐ YES! I have included EqualityMaine Foundation in my will.

Name ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City, State, ZIP ________________________________
Phone ________________________________
Email ________________________________
couple in the DVD, went with us to Bangor to talk about the impact marriage would have on their lives.

At each of these events, following the DVD viewing, we’ve had open and honest dialogue about marriage. We’ve signed up new members, supporters and volunteers. We’ve distributed hundreds of DVDs to people attending the presentations, and every time, we walk away knowing that support for the freedom to marry in Maine is growing.

Collecting Postcards for Legislators

At our last report, we had collected 1,000 legislative postcards signed by constituents in support of the freedom to marry. We have now collected over 7,000 and will have 8,000 by year’s end. Our goal is to collect and deliver 15,000 postcards to legislators in the 2009 legislative session. Postcards urge legislators to begin working on the freedom to marry now.

Reaching out to Mainers: Media Response Team

In collaboration with GLAD, we continue our work of training volunteers and building a Media Response Team throughout the state. The Media Response Team responds to news articles or opinion pieces about LGBT people and their families. The editorial/letters-to-the-editor page is one of the most read sections of the paper, and it provides us with a tremendous opportunity to tell our stories to thousands of people we might otherwise never reach.

As an example, when news of the historic Maine Law Court ruling on adoption hit the media, we immediately sent out action alerts to our media response team supplying them with the news stories, talking points and the contact information for their daily newspapers. As a result, letters supporting the ruling were printed in the Bangor Daily News and the Portland Press Herald.

We will continue our daily monitoring of the media with the commitment that no news article or opinion editorial about LGBT couples and families will go without an organized response from the people who are affected by it.

What’s Next?

It is no small mission to secure full equality for LGBT people in Maine. Educating legislators, voters and the general public is a critical part of achieving full equality, and we need everyone who supports equality to become actively involved. If you’d like to participate in an in-district meeting with your legislator, host a DVD presentation in your community, or become a member of our Media Response Team, please contact Darlene Huntress by calling 207-761-3732 or emailing dhuntress@equalitymaine.org.

Deborah A. Rutter
REALTOR®
Certified Negotiation Specialist
Certified New Homes Specialist
Member: Real Estate Buyer’s Agent Council,
Equality Maine, Human Rights Campaign, Rainbow Business and Professional Association

COLDWELL BANKER
RESIDENTIAL BROKERAGE

53 Baxter Blvd
Portland ME 04101
Direct: 207-253-3120
Office: 207-773-1900
Fax: 207-774-1116
E-mail: deborah.rutter@nemoves.com
Web: www.nemoves.com
RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP OR JOIN EQUALITYMAINE TODAY!

All EqualityMaine members receive our quarterly newsletter, regular communication through email regarding political action and upcoming events, opportunities to volunteer, and the reward of supporting LGBT advocacy efforts. Contributions of any amount are counted towards membership – whether you can give $1 or $1,000, your membership makes a difference in winning protections for LGBT people in Maine.

YES! I want to be a member of EqualityMaine! Enclosed is my contribution of:

☐ $35  ☐ $50  ☐ $100  ☐ $250  ☐ $500  ☐ $____

Name ____________________________

Address __________________________ City, State, ZIP __________________________

Telephone __________________________ Email __________________________

☐ Please charge this to my credit card. ☐ My check payable to EqualityMaine is enclosed.

☐ I'd like to volunteer ☐ I have included EqualityMaine Foundation in my will

Card # __________________________ Exp. Date ________ Name on card: __________________________

EQUALITYMAINE
PO Box 1951, Portland, ME 04104 • (207) 761-3732 • fax (207) 761-3752 • info@equalitymaine.org • www.equalitymaine.org

You can support EqualityMaine Foundation through payroll deduction!

MaineShare
Charitable Choices for Maine’s Future
MaineShare funds 36 statewide organizations including EqualityMaine Foundation addressing environmental, economic opportunity, peace and justice, cultural diversity, the arts, and health service issues.

Enroll your workplace for the 2008 campaign online at www.maineshare.org or contact us directly.

www.maineshare.org giving@maineshare.org
P.O. Box 2095, Augusta, ME 04338, (207) 622-0105
Save the Date!

EqualityMaine Foundation 23rd Annual Awards Banquet
Saturday, March 10, 2007

Mark your calendar for March 10 and join us for a special evening of recognition and celebration. Like our 2006 awards banquet program, which told the story of how we won non-discrimination protections, our program this year will also tell a story—the story of how we began to win full equality for LGBT people in Maine. To be inspired, you won’t want to miss this event.

5:30 – 6:30pm – Social Hour & Silent Auction
6:30 – 9:00pm – Dinner & Awards Presentation

Holiday Inn by the Bay, Portland
ASL interpretation services available

See Inside for More Details!

We need volunteers!

We need volunteers the day of the banquet to help set up the silent auction and community information table, register and greet guests, clean-up and other tasks! Can you help? If so, please call Darlene Huntress at 761-3732 X3004 or email dhuntress@equalitymaine.org.